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-"The Gondoliers" 
at the Strand 
Tomorrow THE ITHACAN "The Gondoliers" at the Strand Tomorrow if 
-
VoLUMB II [Single Copy Sc] 
-
Martin Pupils 
Appear for' An 
Assembly Hour 
Noted Speech Authority Has 
Demonstration in an Annual 
Program for Assembly As 
- Aid to Local Clinic 
At the opening of the Thursday 
morning assembly, it was announ-
ced by Mr. Davis that The Itha-
can would be printed on Tuesday, 
instead of the usual time on Thurs-
day, this week and that _it ':·ould be 
delivered to the dorm1tones, fra-
ternity houses, etc., but that those 
living outside should call for their 
copies at The Ithacan offices on 
Wednesday. 
Then Mr. Nen,ens introduced 
the speaker of the morning: Dr. 
~Iartin, who spoke to the assembly 
about his work in the school for 
speech correction. 
"The Martin Institute not only 
builds up defective speech, but it 
develops and, builds character. I 
come to you this morning' to give 
i·ou some idea of the people at 
}Iartin Hall and of what we have 
been doing there. I also come for a 
selfish motive-to give the cases a 
chance to speak, following the in-
structions of the past two months. 
"People with speech defects are 
not backward mentally. A recent 
examination made at Mount Hol-
roke showed that stammerers were 
above normal mentally. They 
have, however, the compulsive idea 
that they can not speak as others, 
and so to save themselves em-
' barrassment, they 'play dumb'. 
1 
They also develop eccentricities in 
character. 
. "There is no one cause for stam-
mering, but at present we have re-
duced the causes to thirty~t\\'O, 
Cases are handled· physiologically, 
sociologically, and psychologicall)'·. 
It is a question of rehabilitating an 
individual. Stammering 1s not a 
speech defect ; it is a manifestation 
of an. internal condition." 
Then Dr. Martin called his 
cases to the platform, and each was 
called on individually to lead in 
the exercises for the correction of 
speech. 
The first exercise was the loos-
ening up exercise.· The four points 
to be considered in this exercise are 
the hyoid bone, the larynx and 
; trachea, the apex of the thyroid, 
and the vibration of the cricoid. 
The second exercise was voice 
production, which is given to de-
1·elop a strong, clear voice, placing 
the voice in the right way, and to 
develop the proper muscles around 
the vocal chords in the larynx ; and 
secondly, to develop the auditory 
image and to train for the develop-
ment of the voice. One looks at the 
long vowels, getting the visual and 
auditory image at the same time. 
One must be perfectly relaxed; 
then one begins to articulafe the 
vowds without breath ; finally one 
adds breath or whispers them. 
Then adds the minimum voice, 
gradually increasing to· the maxi-
mum, 
The exercise for the continuity 
of the voice followed. This exer-
1 cise is given for the purpose of 
showing that conscious control of 
breathing is not necessary. There is 
always sufficient residual air in the 
lungs to produce voice. Diaphra-
matic breathing sounds \\'ell, but 
n_ieans nothing. It tends instead to 
tighten one. It is not onlv useless 
and harmful, but also in;possible, 
because the diaphram is controlled 
by the sympathetic sys::.!m ; and one 
may as well try to control the 
heart beat as to control that sys-
teni. The· exercise consists of tak-
( G_ontinued on_page four) 
BOGART PUPILS 
APPEAR IN FINE 
RECITAL SUNDAY 
In a varied and interesting pro-
gram of violin solos and ensemble 
numbers, the pupils of Lynn Bo-
gart, head of the violin department 
of Ithaca College, provided a mu-
sical treat for a small audience of 
iello\\' students and friends. The 
recital was the third of the season 
and was held in the Bogart studio 
on Sunday evening. 
The program of the evenmg 
was the following: 1. Duets: 
Sarabmule by Corelli, ·and Gavotte 
by Gluck, played by l\liss Clele 
Slaght and i\'liss Harriet Blanch-
ard; 2. Ca11zonetta by D'Ambro-
sia, played by Oscar Ekberg; 3. 
Duet, Berceuse by Godard, played 
by George Van Kurin and Paul 
\Veaver; 4. The .tl.llegro from the 
Concerto No. 7 of De Beriot, 
played by l\fos Ruth Kenny; 5: 
Duct, Largo from the Double 
Concerto of Vivaldi, played by 
Oscar Ekberg and Ray Hewitt; 6. 
Sonata 111 D 1l1ajor of Corelli, 
played by Ray Hewitt;_ 7. Trio, 
.lfinuet by Dussec, played by Miss 
Ruth l\lansfield, ::\.-Iichael Franko, 
and Sam Patinka; 8. The Sonata 
in D Major by Handel, played by 
:Hiss Isabelle Maynard, and 9. 
Quartet : Largo from the Concerto 
for four violins by Vivaldi, played 
by. Miss Isabelle l'Vlaynard, Miss 
Christina Rutherord, \Valter Vor-
os, and John· Raimer. 
:'\1iss Slaght and Miss Blanch-
ard played well m their duets 
which served as the opening for 
the program. Oscar Ekberg coaxed 
a very sympathetic tone from his 
violin that made his playing most 
effective in - the Canzonetta and 
also in the Largo that he played 
(Continued on pagl! four) 
FINE TRIBUTE IS 
PAID JAY W. FAY 
BY JERSEY GROUP 
A recent issue of the Ithaca 
J ounzal-X ews carried an article 
,vhich should be of great interest 
to the students of Ithaca College-. 
The top of the article, which con-
cerned the· laudable work done by 
Jay \V, Fay, head of the Band and 
Orchestra school, \\'as -a facsimile 
of the tribute sent Mr. Fay by the 
members of the Department of 
:'H usic of the New Jersey State 
T eachcrs' Association. Previous to 
his coming here, Mr. Fay served 
as president of that department. 
\Vhilc space does not permit the 
reproduction of the tribute, as was 
done by the Journal-News, the gist 
of it, as adopted by-the New Jer-
sev Association is this: 
·"The unsparing use of your 
time, your unwavering energy, 
vour far reaching plans, your 
;plendid organization of the state 
into districts for unified work, the 
(Continued· on page four) 
ORATORIO GIVEN 
PERFORMANCE IN 
VESPER SERVICE 
On Sunday afternoon the vesper 
service at Sage Chapel at Cornell 
University was devoted largely to 
a performance of The Christmas 
Oratorio by Camille Saint-Saens. 
The work was presented under the 
direction of Professor John Paul 
\Veavcr of the ;'\Jusic Department 
of Cornell and enlisted the services 
of Joseph Lautner and Elwood 
Schwan in solo parts. Other singers 
from Ithaca College who assisted 
in the performance were Charles 
Davis and Clifford Ormsby. 
From all reports the Oratorio 
was given a very satisfactory ren-
dition. It was broadcast over the 
Cornell radio station, WEAi. 
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FOLKS YOU OUGHT 
TO KNOW 
(A Biographical Sketch) 
IDA A. POWELL 
NOTICE! 
\Vhile · the majority of the stu-
d.ents of Ithaca College already 
have become acquainted with l\'liss 
Powell, our congenial Dean of 
\Vomcn, there may be a few who 
have not yet had this pleasure. For 
the benefit of those few, the fol-
l-owing fe,.;. paragraphs may serve 
to dispcll the last remnants of the 
modest and retiring disposition 
which has kept them from speaking 
to her in the halls and on the cam- I 
pus. :\lany people feel tha.t after 
reading about a person, that they 
have a personal friendship for 
him. If such may- be the result of 
this column, then tl1e labor ex-
pended \\'ill not be in vain. 
The Ithacan is requested 
to ·dra,\· to the students' at-
tention the new regulations 
governing mid-year registra-
tions and tuition payments 
which prevail this year for 
the first time. 
In accord with the advance . 
announcements, the registra-
tions made last September 
were for the entire. school 
year and there will be no 
inid-year registrations as 
heretofore. One day, Febru-
ary 8th, however, has been 
set aside as adjustment day 
for such chagnes in the stu-
dent's registration as may be-
come necessary. These chang-
es will all be made through. 
the director of each school, 
who will pass on these alter-
ations in the student's course 
of instruction to the regis.-Ida Powell was born 111 the 
small village of Blenheim, which. 
is near the town of Chatham, in 
the province of Ontario. Her early 
education was achieved in the pub-
lic schools of Blenheim, followed 
bv the assimilation of the courses 
offered by the Chatham Collegiate 
Institute: She then attended the 
University of Toronto. 
Leaving Canada, l\liss Powell 
went to Evanston, Illinois, where 
she entered the teaching profes-
sion. \Vhile engaged in this work 
she was alsa attending the Univer-
sity of Chicago, receiving her 
Ph.B. degree there. 
Later she' taught for a time in 
the \Vaukegan High School, Wau-
kegan, Illinois, and went from 
there to Valparaiso University, 
Valparaiso, Indiana, where she 
served as Dean of \V omen. After 
three years spent there she return-
ed to Chicago to do some gradu-
ate work at the University of Chi-
cago, receiving her A. l\J. degree 
from that institution in 1924. She 
remained there another year doing 
graduate work tm,;·ard her degree 
o·f Doctor of Philosophy. Then in 
1925 she was given the opportun-
ity of carrying on her major· in-
terest, which is that of acting as 
advisor to university \\·omen, m 
the far west .. 
Accordingly, she next· went to 
Albany College, Albany, Oregon, 
where she served as Dean of W o-
trar. 
The day for tl~c mid-year 
payment of tuition is Febru-
arv 1 and all students will 
be· billed on that date. As 
usual ten davs will be allow-
ed for thi; mid-year pay-
ment; but all tuitions must 
be in the hands of the regis-
trar not later than February 
10, 1932. 
TALLCOTT GIVES 
EXCELLENT PLAY 
IN BINGHAMTON 
Under the direction of Rollo 
Anson Tallcott, - formerly the di-
rector of the Williams School of 
Dramatic Art, The Junior Char-
ity League of Binghamton present-
ed The Patchwork Girl of Oz, 
on December 5. The play was 
given m an endeavor to raise 
money for the Day N urscry fund 
in· the city and also to provide a 
fine and worthwhile entertainment 
for the children of the town. 
The Patclzu;ork Girl of Oz is a 
delightful fantasy and was \\'ritten 
bv L. Frank Baum. It was drama-
tized by Mrs. James \Valter l\Iar-
shall, and makes admirable enter-
tainment for children and adults 
as well. 
men for a period of five years, from The story in brief is as follows: 
1925 through the year 1929, at Ojo, the unlucky, comes to visit 
which time she again returned to the d\\'elling of Dr. Pipt, the 
the east, becoming associated ,vith Crooked :\·lagician. ln company 
Ithaca College in the same capacity with Unkie Nunkie, his uncle, he 
as that in which she so long and watches the magician prepare his 
faithfullv served the students and \\'onderful potions and discusses 
faculty ~f Albany College. with ~Iargolette, the· magician's 
l\liss Powell had as her major "<1·ife, th" po,\·ers of the contents of 
in undergraduate days the interest- certain wonderful mixtures on the 
ing course of lVlodern Languao-cs. sh:·h·cs of the closet. The magician 
Following her graduation she kept it st•ems, is \'cry wise indeed and 
up her work in this line, although um i: o 11 t r i v e to manufacture 
taking in larger fields in the educa- ch::nns of life and of wisdom and 
tional line as an additional-concept. 01 petrifaction, and all such. \Vell, 
Her thesis, which was done as part the long and short of it is, that 
of her l\1asters degree work, con- ::llarg.olctte and Unkie ~unkie get 
cerned, "Voltaire's Dramatic The- .:01-~n:J with the water of petri-
ory as Applied to His Own Trag- faction and turn to solid marble. 
edies." Thus her educational hori- Since the powder of life is all used 
zon is far from limited in scope. up bringing to life the Patchwork 
Dean Powell is a member of the girl, the servant for the magician 
~lodern Language Association of and his \\·ife, there is nought to do 
Ainerica, The National Associa- but \\'ait six years until the doctor 
tion of Deans of ,v omen, the can mix some more po"·dcr of life 
American Association of U niver- or to set off in quest of certain rare 
sitv YVomen; and the local \Vo- charms that \\'ill save Unkie ~un-
m~n's Club of Ithaca. She has for (Coriti11urd 011 page four) 
a great many yc;ars been actively 
interested in the work of the Fed-
eration of \Voman's Clubs. 
During her stay m Oregon, 
Dean Powell was elected into the 
membership of Pi Gamma l\1u, a 
Social Science Honor Societv. 
She gives motoring as he~ chief 
means of recreation, although that 
form of amusement is nearly out 
weighed by her fondness for swim-
( Continued on page two) 
VACATION NOTICE 
The Christmas recess 
will start at noon on Sat-
urday, December 19 and 
instruction will be re-
sumed on Monday, J anu-
ary 4, 1932. 
WORLD WIDE 
NEWS 
(Dorothea Saunders) 
War Debts 
Declaring the debtor nations 
cannot pay, President Hoover has 
asked Congress to provide for 
''temporary adjustments" in the 
war debts of Europe to the United 
States. ''As \\'e approach the new 
year it is clear that a number of 
the · governments indebted to us 
"'ill be unable to meet further pay-
ments to us in full pending recov-
ery in their economic life. There-
fore it will be necessary in some 
cases to make still further tempo-
rary adjustments," he emphasized. 
The foreign debt commission 
would go into the debts question 
in the light of "the present econo-
rnic emergency," and make rec-
ommendations to Congress. 
Finance Corporation 
T h e Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation recommended by Pres-
ident Hoover, if created by Con-
gress, will have virtually the same 
managing personnel that carried 
the \Var Finance Corporation 
through one of the most successful 
experiences a government agency 
has e\'er had." The \.Var Finance 
Corporation, which originally had 
a capital of a half billion and with 
authority to make loans not ex-
ceeding a billion dollars, finally 
closed its books with a profit to 
the government of about $50,000,-
000 and returned to the Treasury 
every dollar of the original capital 
advanced. 
Indian Grant 
The State of New York has 
made restitution in the amount of 
S2-t7,609, for an old injustice 
against the Cayuga tribe of Indi-
ans, perpetuated 136 years ago. On 
recommendation of Attorney Gen-
eral John J. Bennett Jr., the State 
has just granted the claim which 
arose 1,·hen the old gO\·crnmcnt at 
Albany riurchase~ most of the 
short-liYed Cayuga Indian Reser-
vation from the tribe at SO cents 
an ::er~' ,md th:?n sold it almost im-
mediately for $1.50 an acre to 
white settlers. The Indians· didn't 
like the deal, and, now scattered 
<?n other \Vestern ~ ew York res-
ervations and in Canada have been 
conducting their fight for redress 
almost ever since. 
Early English Book 
T\\"o lem·es of what is said. to 
be the first book printed in Eng-
land on English .paper-De Prop-
··ittaihus R.crum. bv Anglicus 
Bart'1ala 1naeus-,,.·ere ~ecentlv dis-
co~·erl'd by Grorge Beck, an· Ade-
laide bookseller. tucked awav as 
,tiffening in the rover of an an~ient 
1·olume. The book of which these 
leaves form a. part, it is said, was 
translated into English and print-
1·d by "·'illiam Caxton and his 
fore·nnn ''-\nkyn de ,vorde about 
~.J-95. Only nine copies of the book 
nre k11011·n to be in existence, four 
of th~·m bl·ing imperfect. The dis-
covered leaves \\·ere compared 
with the copy Ill the Pierpont 
:\lorgan Library in Xew York. 
Nobel Prize Awards 
T ane Adams, American social 
worker, nnd Dr. :\'icholas Butler 
president of Columbia University'. 
were awarded the ~obcl peace 
pnze reccntlr. The award was 
made by the ·Nobel committee of 
thr X onngian Starting ( parlia-
mrnt). Half the prize goes to each 
of the two winners. The presrnta-
tion took place in the Nobel In-
stitute m the presence of King 
Haakon, Crown Prince Olaf, 
heads of foreign legations, mem-
ben; of the cabinet and the Start-
( Continued on page two) 
'Gondoliers' To Be Presented 
At Strand Theatre; Splendid 
Casting Promises Fine Work 
Third Gilbert and Sullivan Revi\-al Will Feature Large and 
Well Balanced Cast; Excellent Orchestra Prepared; 
Many Large Parts Assure Brilliant Display of Talent; 
Three Fine Directors in Charge of Production 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
DEAN RECEIVES 
COMPLETED BOOK 
A ne\\' publication, freshly off 
the press, has just been received by 
Dean Job, co-author, in collabora-
tion with \Vard G. Reeder and 
Arch 0. Heck, for his approval. 
The book is entitled "The School 
Clerk and His Records", and deals 
\\'ith the many phases, each ade-
quately discussed, of the duties 
connected with that particular line 
of school work. 
The . first chapter deals \\'ith 
"Miscellaneous \Vork and Rec-
ords of the Clerk", having as ·sub-
divisions; Minutes of B o a r d 
:Meetings, Assisting at Board 
:VIeetings, Following the La\v, 
Filing and Protecting Records, 
:\·laking the Budget, Purchasing 
Supplies. 
Chapter II concerns "Keeping 
the Financial Accounts", and cov-
ers the Purpose- of Accounting, 
Books Used, Forms and Blanks, A 
Classification of Expenditures, An 
Explanation of t h e Financial 
Functions, Directions for Keeping 
Accounts, The Property Ledger, 
Financial Statements, and The 
Use of Vouchers and Payrolls. 
Chapter III outlines a Simpli-
fied i\'lethod of Procedure for the 
Rural Districts, and The Records 
to be Used. 
The appendix gives a list of sup-
plies and equipment. 
CAGERS WIN AND 
LOSE IN DOUBLE 
BILL LAST WEEK 
Ithaca College basketball var-
sity won one and lost one in a two-
game trip to the eastern states. 
Fridav thev were defeated in a 
dose game · by Trenton State 
Teachers' College by the score of 
33-31. The next dar Ithaca de-
feated Panzer College at East 
Orange, N. ]., by the score of 36-
29. Both games were won on last 
minute rushes. Trenton defeated 
Ithaca in the last two minutes of 
play, and at Panzer, the Ithaca 
team came from behind to over-
come a 13 point lead at the half 
and win by 7 points. 
At Trenton, the Blue and Gold 
team star~ed out strong, and 
through the scoring by Hickey and 
Patrick, \\"ere soon in the lead. Ith-
aca kept the top po,ition until the 
last two minutes of play when 
Thomas, Trenton's left guard, 
sank t\\'o long shots from mid-
cou rt to put his team in the lead. 
(Co11timu.l on pagt four) 
PROM COMMITTEE 
RECENTLY NAMED 
PLANS ARE l\-L.\DE 
Tlie Junior Prom. \\"hich is a 
mid-year's feature with the ~econd 
)·ear people as hosts to the Junior:,, 
is to be in the hands of an efficient 
rnmmittce ,,·ell n:presenting th: 
schools of thr colrcge. The com-
mittee has al rt'ad,· b;cn nnmnl. and 
the iir~t meeting ll'ill take place 
after the holidai'·s. The committee 
mrrnber;, are: I·'.mil Purga who is 
chairman; .\ Iaric }Iottl:r, Rachel 
.\Larbie, \ \'illiam Petty, Olwyn 
:\'cff, John Gleason, ~brinn 
,vickman, and \Villiam Do\\'ler. 
On \Vednesday evening, The 
Go1Ldo!ifrs, bv Sir Arthur Sulli-
,·an and Sir \\7 , S. Gilbert will be 
re1·ivcd · at the Strand Theatre 
under the auspices of the Depart-
ment of Music Education of Ithaca 
College. Th:: musical direction of 
the o'pera has been handled by 
Joseph Lautneri assisted by Jay 
\V. Fay, who has prepared the or-
chestra, and the dramatic set-up 
has been prepared by \Valter C. 
Roberts, of the \Villiams School of 
Dramatic Art. The revival is the 
third that Ithaca College has spon-
sored under the direction of Mr. 
Lautner. Tria,! By lurl' was the 
initial attempt and was presented 
in the Little Theatre last year. 
I ola11the follm\·cd at the Strand 
and was received with delight by 
the theatre going public of Ithaca. 
There is every reason to expect a 
full house to witness what is sure 
to be an exceptional performance 
of a delightful work. 
In a book called "Sullivan's 
Comic Operas", ,nitten by Dun-
hill, and published by the Oxford 
press there is much of interest to 
the Sullivan fan and to the person 
"·ho intends to attend -one of the 
operas for the first time. The 
I tlzacnn therefore submits to its 
readers the following citations: 
"The Gondoliers or Trze King 
of Baratarin was produced for the 
first time at the Savoy Opera 
House in London on December 7, 
1889. In this, the librettist and the 
composer returned to . their early 
methods. It was franklv a comic 
opera, not devoid of ro~iantic epi-
sodes, but as light hearted and as 
inconsequential as any of its fore-
runners. Gilbert's ;hare of the 
work was in e1·ery respect master-
ly. Few comic 011eras of any period 
have a better constructed libretto 
than this and neither the dialog nor 
the lyrics \\'ere wanting in volatile 
"·it, shapliness or charm. 
"The scene of the first act is laid 
on the Grand Canal m Venice. 
The two gondoliers, :\Iarco and 
Giuseppe Palmieri, on the dav of 
their wedding to the Contadine, 
Gianetta and Tesa, receiw the 
ne\\·s thnt one of them is no less a 
personage ·than the King of Bara-
taria. It is not kno\\'n ,rhich of the 
nn:i is the real monarch since, ( as 
had happened before in the world 
of Gilbert's fan~,-) thev were 
mixed up ns babie;, The ·rio-hrful 
l • "' lt'Jr to, the cro\\'n 11·as. ho\\·cyer, 
m'ddeci in infancy to Ca..~i!da, the 
hcauri iul daughter of the Duke 
and the Duches, of P!.iza Toro. 
\\'ho turn up in '"l'nicc, in an im-
pecuniln1,; condiri,m, rn claim him, 
accompanil'd h1· tlwi1· ·St,ite', in th~ 
per,on of a soliran- ,I rum111er-b0\ 
cdled Luiz (sem·rh- in lm·e 1,·irh 
l'a,il da). Si 11,:c it i, impos,ible im 
medi:i;-e!y- to di,rO\·cr \\'hich of the 
;condn!iers i, to occupy the throne 
it is derided rh.it the,· ,hall both 
dep:1rt at once and ~ci:rn iointh 
:mtil the ,n},ten is ,oh·t'd. · · 
"ThL· ,L'COnd net, therefore 
transports us to the Ro\'al Palace 
ot Rtrararia, \\'here ,1·e ;ee }Iarco 
and Ciuseppe surrounded ln· tlH'it 
\ · cnetian friends ( \\'ho no\\· ·ocrup\ 
important ofiice, in the sta~e ·) 
;.:rappl_ing 1\·ith the difficult prob 
!em ot ruling their kingdom on the 
strictest of republica,i prin.:iplcs 
I Co11ti11uc.! 011 page four) 
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MARY BOVEE '33-. ........ ·-····-·········-···········-····-------·-----····--··--·············ilssistant Editor (\\'hich is a hot enough subject \Valker's watch on the floor in r Culb. (turning on the gas): merciLaur pr~fitable.dWbithf_appathra- driving on icy roads. 
Rum BYRNE '33-... _.-................. - ... - ................................. _ .......... .d.ui.rtant Ed~tor not to need a subtitle). front of him ... The whole out- "M" d l" tus ai..e mvente e ore e You will nearly always find 
rf:r.~:~~G:;!;·;·-;;z::·.::::::::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~::::::::::i~1!:: ~~::~~ h During tre iast wer:eh ten fays -fit, including Tammany Hall and • Y~ueat~II me how it all' turns \Vo~ld. War, during which the Dean Powell an interested and 
DOROTHY Woao ,32 ................ _ ............................ _ ............................. ,..Assistant Editor t e eyes o t e wor ave een the Epworth League, had been out. I haven't time to read the Lusttaruf a1 
,
1
vasd torpedoedd' .off t~
1
e
1 
equally interesting court of higher 
BuslN.,.,0 BOARD . r.·ocus,ed on_ a littl~ apartmen, t pa.rty shooting crap with Jacoby's die- coast o re an , an expe 1t1on w1 appeal, to .whom you may take 
= i'\ Y k C Y d h k papers. ---- try to reach the submerged vessel your troubles and be sure of a 
RICHARD KAINlJ '32 ..... ·-··--····--·········--·-·---·--····----···--········· .. ·---····--Busintss Afanager Ill ! ew rdr . l~t h . OU tb m: ••. which is offered to prove the WORLD WIDE d . I f h" . al thorough and eminently 'satisfa·c-WlLUAM B,1.cuY ,34 ___ ··-···---··········--··--··--: .................. tlssistant Business Manager people ,vou mm t eir own us1- old adage, "Be sure you're rightJ an recover arttc es o 1stonc 
====================:======= ness, wouldn't you? then shoot the works" ..• By this NEWS interest and intrinsic· value. tory adjustment. 
PRINTED BY THE NORTON PR1NtlNG Co. ~ However, you must admit ( well, time it was quite late so Mrs. C. (Continued from 1agt on,) 
never mind, you don't have to ad- (always the perfect hostess) sug- . . --. 
mit it, I will) that there is some- gested that they have a light lunch mg, h_1gh state o.ffic1als a~d repre-
thing of considerable interest going ... whereupon three policemen ate sent~t1ves of va~1ous leading N~r-GIVE HAPPINESS TO OTHERS 
1 T IS hardly possi~le for us_ to live throug~ the forthcon_iing on there .... J1,1st between you and the lamp shades. wegi~n. ed~cat10n.al, commercial holiday season·without bemg touched by its many blessmgs me, therc usually is in New York The second night start~ off and mduStrial bodies'. 
and overwhelmed by its accompanying peaceful and medita- Apartnients. · · Especially the pant somewhat better, with Lenz and Rulers In Germany 
tive atmosphere. Even though we are college students and houses (meaning· tailor-shops, if Jacoby defending the north goal, Germany's moderate press has 
adults, we are very much human. To experience happiness, this is to be censored)· the policemen defending the Con- declared, with emphasis, that 
contentment, hopefulness, merriment, and thanksgiving is But to get back to our st0ry stitution, and Mrs. Culbertson de- Chancellor Heinrich Bruening, 
not beyond us. In fact, our affiliations with educational pur- (which is the third floor front) fending her Aces, Kings, Queen~, who clamped the iron rule of a 
suits should teach us to be strongly and determinedly allied There are nm -ge'ntlemen, rather Jacks, and Tens (those of you who triumvirate on the country recent., 
with these qualities so necessary to successful and whole~ome hig~ in the c~mtract business figure that one out ought to be Jy had given Hitlerism a decided, 
living. If we·are to instill these qualities in our hearts and in (br.idge c~ntractmg, I mean··· ashamed) · Ely, of course,_ was and perhaps, a decisive blow, by 
the hearts of others, why not do so in this ideal season--en- which rem1.nd5 m_e,. 1 k~o~v a so~g stuck defend dumb ·by all this. his latest radio speech and decrees. 
riched as it is with a biblical background, with sacred and up- about En_gm~ers i it ongmate1 111 A !1ew ~eek w3:- brought .out Two days of meditation, mean-
lifting music, and with a prevalent attitude of GOODWILL TO- t?e dormitories of De~ver Vmver- ~nd immediately _discarded, smce while, on the decree issued by 
WARDS MEN. s1ty and has to. do wzth J1a1ry-ears it proved to be a pinochle pack .... President Von Hindenburg last 
During this season, more than eyer before, may the un- and butche: kmves, _and is sung at Jacoby then pulled a marked deck week brought home to the Ger-
selfish and joy-bringing thought, GIVE HAPPINESS TO OTHERS, every occasion at whi.ch a 1;1an from from Sidney's cigar (at which the man ~eople the fact that two m,.n, 
be our guide-for the SPIRIT OF YULETIDE has been dampened Colo. ~chool_ of. l\~mes is present ghost of Houdini was heard to go, the chancellor and Dr. Carl 
for many by the unfruitful and depressing condition which ···I nu~ht smg_ it, if cornered, and tsk, tsk() .... _Ely dole the first Goerdeler, whom he made "price 
the world has been experiencing. The storms of distress are then again I might not)· At any hand, g1vmg S1d . thrfe aces an? dictator," now rule the country, 
very undiscriminatingly wearing away the possessions of its rate, these two geutlemen have had four deuces and his wife the dev1I econoinically as well as politically. 
victims. Unemployment is the chief confronting· factor. a long term 11;ad _on at each other ... Jacoby passed with three fens, --:- • 
Though, it seems of smaller consequence when compared t_o One of them is Sidney~- Lenz (S and raised Ely, who opened with Accept ~esolution 
the CHINESE FAMINE which is like a huge scythe cutting for spades); the oth~r .1s ~ly Cul~ alacrity· and-two pair, to two dol- Japan and Chma_have accep!ed 
down the blades of _unwanted life; or when compared to the ~ertson, kn?,wn to his intimates as lars and twenty cents, a slight in- the Lea~~e of. Nations r~olution 
ASIATIC WAR which is menacing all those concerned; or when ~edouble. ·, Well, these. two crease over yesterday's closing. Ja- on the dispute m ~anchuna. ~oth 
further compared to the RUSSIAN COMMUNISTIC REGIME with Kmgs of swap have been trymg to coby drew a pair of fives to fill his accep!an~es we~e with reservations. 
its limitations and boundaries upon life. get each together for the past ten hand, also drawing first blood. Kenk1ch1 ~ osh1zawa reserved the 
We indeed have plenty to be thankful for, and our hearts ~-e?rs but have been repeatedly Mrs. C., whom we wilI call here-- Japanese right to take .measures 
should be warm with gratitude. Let us therefore make happy toiled ?Y. the Interstate Comm~rce a!ter only when necessary, drew against bandit~ in Manchuria. J?r. 
those who are dpwnhearted, and help cast aside the sorrows Com1;11iss1?n, f and ~vho hasn t); pictures on the score pad, while Alfred S,~e stipulated _that Chma 
and gloom which the year may have brought them. Legions of E,Iy hves m Joisey City, and could- Lenz was· drawing laughs from reserved any and all nghts, reme-
children and adults need to be cheered up. It is up to us, who n t get thru the Hudson Tubes on the onlookers by his naive imita-
are more fortunate, to be missionaries of GOODWILL during account (they ,,;on\ let any on_e tion of a grand slam in hearts. In I sr;RAND I 
the CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS, and to be no less so during the th ru on account, that s a cash busi- this act he plays all four hands in 
NEW YEAR. ness) of Chevrolet trouble. And rapid secessation and ends up by 
We cannot piay the .part of the recipient and expect to sii?ce he couldn't s~\·im the East tearing the deck in two with his Th F • S 
derive YULETIDE'S REAL CONTENTMENT. Even if our gift be Riv~r, he had to wa1! for the c_om- bear hands ( I forgot to tell you urs.- n.• at. 
a mere sentiment, it bears a mountain of meaning to him for pletwn of the Washington Bridge he was part animal; due to pre- GEORGE BANCROFT 
whom it is intended. Let us GIVE HAPPINESS TO OTHERS and · ··So the two of them had to con- nasal influence) and eating the "RICH MA-~ FOLLY'' 
the joys and blessings of the holiday season shall be best~wed tent themselves wit~ passing slams honors, won by 1. 
upon us more abundantly than ever before-and surely, ours back and '.orth. by wire. Seo.re: Army O; Northwestern: 
shall be A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR. In the mtenm, however, both of Same. 
these sages were busy working out In the third round: Lenz came 
infallable systems whereby vulner- in strong at the bell, only to be 
ables become either in- or un or dropped by a foul hand in the first 
"HOLIDAY GREETINGS!" 
T HE members of THE ITHACAN sJ;aff and the advertisers of non vulnerables ... The result of five minutes of play. Jacoby then this issue unite in extending A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS this has been a perfect avalanche was thrown out at second base, 
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR to the students and faculty of ITH- of magazine articles Which the un- Culbertson doing the tackling ... 
ACA COLLEGE! May the YULETIDE and the NEW -YEAR bring suspecting public has devoured Mrs. C., whom we little suspected 
you much happiness, success, and the worthwhile blessings avidly, or to say the least, unthink- of being a cannibal, threw up a 
of life. ______ ingly · · · thus these two willy- good hand and went over to stare 
A WELL DESERVED TRIBUTE 
nillys are directly responsible for moodily into the fire. 
the widespread epidemic of indi- Aroused by Bronx cheers and a 
gestion, formerly blamed on the shout of "Eight No Trump", she 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues,•Wed. 
Warner Leila 
BAXTER HYAMS 
-in-
"SURRENDER" 
STATE 
Wed.• Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 
JOEE. BROWN 
-in-
"LOCAL BOY MAKES 
GOOD" 
Sun.-Mon.-Tues. 
JOAN BLONDELL 
-in-
"BLONDE CRAZY'' 
ELSE:WHERE in this i~sue you will find an article dealing Four Easy Marx Brothers ... Not returned to the game to find her with the hoi;ior paid JAY W. ~A~ by the NEW JERSEY ~he least curse -of this dire plague husband with twelve spad~s and 
STATE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION. It is mdeed seldom that so 1s the number of othenvise normal the joker, doing a war dance on 
remarkable a tribute is paid a man. MR. FAY may well feel housewives who have taken their the new davenport. Jacoby doubled 
proud of t~e ovation given him. Th'e wo!k he has accomplish- contract too seriously with the re- and Gandhi, who was kibitzing in 
ed here this year already has-marked him as a man of unus- suit that the golf widows are. now I TEMPLE I 
ual abi!ity, both as an organiz~r and as an educator. At t~e outnumbered by the bridge wid- . · 
same time we are congratulating MR. FAY on the splendid owers (unofficial Nebraska hasn't TAXI!!! _ · 
work done in our neighboring state, we should like·also to reported). ' ___________ _..,_ 
laud his accomplishments of this year and offer him our Now that so much has been said DIAL 9288 Wed.-Thurs. 
whole-hearted appro':al and support in t~e hope that we may without any damaging admissions JOHN GILBERT 
be able to further his endeavors materially to advance his being made, we might as well Jay . -in--
department. · our cards on the table and deal Clean Cars "PHANTOM· OF PARIS" 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM A SUB-EDITOR. 
with business at hand. Quick Service Fri.-Sat. 
The truth is, if it's the truth you Uniformed Drivers "TWO FISTED JUSTICE" 
want, that these two gents have fi-
'BYoALL means f~lI0\':7 out the recommendations ·of last week. naily met at the bridge table Sun.-Mon .• Tues. 
, ur suggestion . is that you . bu~ another copy of 13:st The Culbertsons are the hosts. th~; NEIL ("Slim") BERGER EVELYN BRENT 
weeks ~TH~CAN and paste the Ed1tor1al colum~ on your mir- is, Mr. Clubertson is the hos; and in 
ror. Th~s will sez:ve a two-fold purpose; you will go to school Mrs. c. is being held as hos 1011 N. Aurora St. "TRAVELING HUSBANDS,, 
serene m the behef that you do not need a shave ( or powder The butler ,.,h se : dtage ) d '11 · d f h' · · · , n o n2rne oes on your nose an W1 rE:~m you o the t mgs you should not ina.tter, b_ut who is called quite 
do to sho:W youz: college spirit. . often, 1s hostile. 
· _Durmg this. lengthy vacat10n. try ~o~ to forget your But here arc the details la b 
studies completely. As an old campaigner it is the duty of the plav, First off a fu n t1/ 1 Y 
writer to warn y'ou that the low ebb of post-vacation days of- pe~ed-Lenz 'comi'nn Y 1mg ap-f d . bl t. f . I t . t· . ' g ear y to get 
ers l;n a mira e 1m,e or v o un ary mer ~ll: to gam a good a good seat, was mistaken for a de-
hold m unwary coilege students. Try rewritmg a note book tective and thrown O t h 
during vaca~ion. (Yah ! j1;1st try _it) That is .an excellent meth- went to the police ti ~;;:: hi~ 
od for _keeping a receptiye attrtu~e of. mmd. Then sudden indemnity and was found to be 
exams m the week following vacation will not take you com- "Dick the Dip " w nt d f h 
pletely by surprise. (But they'll make you mad, just the murder of Muldoon a(th , orht e 
same) 1 • ey ve een 
. . . . ookmg for somebody to do that for 
It is especially important that you take this present issue years) Well h · d 
of THE ITHACAN with a literary if not figurative grain of salt only a· fter a' te __ wa,s e:'onerah~eh It' t t d I d . h . s rugg e, m w ic ~ ou. wo ays ear Y ~n . rs t erefore half baked. Also the three sergeants lost their shirts 
editor 1s more or less m1ssmg (not that that's news) so the tempers arid job A d ' 
bulk t t~ fuorfiry ~as ~Hep on weakert· shoul~er~. imagine' the enib!~;dsst:ent:1} ~h~ 
t 
. pen e rs pa . o your vaca 10n thinking up all the Culbertsons when the time for the 
hmgs that are wrong with THE ITHACAN and spend the last first deal came d d L 
t f tt. th aroun an no enz par orge mg em. , , , Well, Jacoby (Sid's partner) 
"DENNISISMS" 
Ponder tMs:-
Life Insurance is a real privilege for the 
man who can get it. 
Imagine yourself uninsurable. - You 
wouldn't consider the cost then, 
Are you arz acceptable Northwestern member'! 
I. E. DENNIS, District Agent 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company 
324 E. State St. Ithaca, N. Y: fhone 2515 
GIFTS 
·FOR MEN 
It would be impossible in the small com-
pass of one advertisement to give any 
way nearly a complete idea of the many, 
many gifts for men in:this shop. 
Here are just a few suggestions-a trip 
to the store will disclose hosts of others. 
At about $1.00 
Four-in-hand ties ---·-------·--···------··--·---$1.00 
Dress and Tuxedo Ties ··---·····-··-··--· 1.00 
Suspenders, gift boxes ···-------···---·-----·- 1.00 
Belts .· ..... -...................... -----··-···-----·---·------· 1.00 
Tie Holder .... _ ...................... ___________ ·-·-·· 1.00 
Silk Hose -------·--····---------·--···-------·--·-----· .75 
Cashmere Hose -·----·-····--·-·-·-···---·--·· .50 · 
3 prs Holeproof Hose---··-----------· 1.00 
Linen Handkerchiefs, initialed .......... _ 1.00 
Billfold and Key Case --··------------·---·- l.00 
At. about $2.00 
Cape Gloves --·--·-----·----·-·--------····-· .. .$1.95 
Suspenders, gift boxed -----·--·----· I.SO Hickok belt Buckle _____________ .:.._ __ 1.50 
"Trump" Shirts ··---·--·--··----·-····- l.95 
"Faultless" Pajamas --·-·--·--·- 1.95 
Mufilers and Reefers ·---··-----·-----·-· 1.95 
Golf Hose---···-··--·------·--·--·--··-··-· J.95 
Tie and Handkerchief Sets ·---·---------- 2.00 
At- about $3.00 
Silks, Imported silk ---·---------··-.... $2.50 
Mocha and Cape Glove ·-·-------·-- 2.95 
Hickok: Belt sets -----·---····-·'--·-·· 3.00 
"Faultless" Pajamas ·---··-------·---:_ 2.95 
Brush Sets --·----·--·---··---------··-·-· 3.50 
Sweaters, pull overs ............................ ·---··· 2.95 
rt·~ an incomplete list, I know, but it 
may stimulate your ideas. The best way, 
of course, is to drop in' and browse about 
-you'll enjoy it. 
W.J.-REED 
[Incorporated 1868] 
Ithaca 
Savings 
Bank. 
Tioga Street-Corner Seneca 
Ithaca Trust Company 
110 North Tioga Street 
Capital surplus, undivided 
profits-$900,000 
Intereat paid on time deposits 
Safe Deposit Bo;ces for Rent 
EVERY BANKING FACILITY 
When 
Wanting 
j -FRUITS -WAFERS 
-CHEESE 
J 
-CIGARETTES 
-PICKLES 
-OLIVES 
Go To ••• 
E. H·. Wanzer 
"The Groc1r'' 
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Kappa Gamma Psi-
Sonny Dersham 
At last the actives are able to 
breathe a sigh of relief and men-
tally, if not actually, make the 
time honored and effective gesture 
for the benefit of the house com-
mittee. \Ve no longer. are concern-
ed with Saturday cleanup, having 
shifted the burden to the strong, 
youthful, albeit unwilling should-
ers of the pledge chapter. Such are. 
the rewards of virtue. 
Frank Geyer, Sid Bailey, and 
Al ~1ilne have now taken up their 
abode at the house, :others are con-
templating moving in during, or 
·immediately after, the Christmas 
vacation. 
And that isn't so far off, and the 
writer is beginning to wonder if 
there is any justice after all. . I 
l:now she's blind, but t.here's· no 
sense in her suddenly being stuck 
deaf and dumb. Nevertheless, the 
people who have to stay here over 
vacation ,vish those of you who 
are going home the very merriest 
of Christmas (es) and a very hap-
py New Year. 
The early editing, or issuing as 
you will, of this ,veek's Ithacan 
forestalls any attempt at pre-per-
formance compliments for the cast 
and orchestra of The Gondoliers, 
but suffice. it to say that it is to be 
-one of the finest things yet done 
and if you don't attend 100 per 
cent ( which means that you must 
all be there) you not only display 
the wrong kind of spirit, but you 
don't show good sense. And at the 
conclusion of these few cryptic re-
marks, ·we bid you again a very 
pleasant Christmas and a non-de-
pression first of January. 
P.S.-The Kappa Gammas are 
having a convention here during 
the vacation. Would you mjnd in-
cluding those poor slaves who are 
thrashing out details and what-
nots in your list of those to be 
thought kindly of at Yuletide? 
Thanks so much, we'll do the same 
for you some time. 
PHI MU ALPHA 
A ill etz SoWoquy 
Did you ever know a smarter dog 
than I have been, 
To come into your nice big house 
and fall for all you men? 
Some say 'tis other way around, 
and that you fell for me; 
Heck, I do wish Ed would wash 
me, I'm conscious of a flea. 
\Vhat of it, Bob, if I do tag you 
down to lunch some days; 
You can't eat all they serve you; 
,rhy throw good food away? 
You see I know my stuff. 
Sometimes I like variety, change 
places where I eat; 
So when Del picks up his fiddle 
case and "·alks along the 
street, 
I too walk down, the other side (I 
take care we do not meet). 
But when he opens wide the door 
and gets _himself a chair, 
I'm not high-hat; I too sit down 
and then he knows I'm there. 
I know mY, stuff. 
I'm made to stay outdoors all day, 
I'm not allowed inside; 
But Kenneth sometimes sneaks me 
in, he is· my joy and pride. 
Some of the men and their best 
girls will take me for a walk; 
A dog enjoys a stroll like that, you 
see I never ,talk. 
I know my stuff. 
\Vhen I first came, some men, they 
said, "Who wants a darn old 
dog?" 
But I loved them so devotedly 
(yes, I've had my reward.) 
I dig up all the biggest stones they 
have around the place; 
Of course some lawn comes up as 
well, then I'm in disgrace. 
So ·I smile and wag my tail and 
fetch the stones to toss. 
\Vho then can resist me'; any way, 
who is boss? 
I know my stuff. 
Oh ves,--"I have the nicest eyes-
. melting, deep, like pools." · 
You have to take this apple sauce 
-most humans are such fools. 
:..1y tawny coat-"just like a 
deer's-my long and graceful 
stride;" 
Gosh! are those dog-hairs on the 
rug? I'd better get outside. 
A few little dog-hairs now and 
then won't hurt the blarr1ed 
old rugs; 
Aw, say l\1a, don't get mad at me 
-you·see, 
· I know mv stuff!-
M E AND THE ::V1Ex \V1sH You 
ALL A DoGGON'E 1'1ERRY 
CHRISTMAS! 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
Dorothea Saunders 
\Ve hope everyone has reserved 
\Vednesday evening for the per-
formance of The Gondoliers which 
is being presented at the Strand 
Theatre. Mr. Lautner, Mr. Rob-
erts, and Mr. Fay should be high-
ly ·commended on their work with 
the chorus and orchestra in mak-
ing this second production of the 
fortieth anniversary program a 
success. The girls of Mu Phi Ep-
silon who are taking part are Janet 
Rice, Gladys Reiner, Ruth Krusa, 
Dorothea Saunders, Harriet Pen-
niman, and Rachel Lucia. 
· Lambda chapter extends to the 
faculty and students of Ithaca Col-
lege heartiest greetings for a very 
Merry Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. 
Delta Phi 
Virginia Herman 
On Saturday Cele Kiefer with 
Dean Powell and a group of stu-
dents drove to Binghamton to see 
The Patclzwork Gi'rl of Oz. 
The play was given by the Junior 
Charity League of Binghamton 
and directed by Dean Talcott. 
Judging by reports, an excellent 
performance was given. 
'Gwen Lamphear spent }Ionday 
at her home in Rochester. 
Bernice Carhart, an alumna 
member, for the past month has 
been directing Corporal Eagen 
in various 1\:Iaine cities. She is un-
der the supervision of the U niver-
sal Producing Company whose 
main office is in Chicago.' At pre-
sent she is enjoying her Christmas 
vacation. Because of her successful 
work, when she resumes· her duties 
in January, she will be allowed to 
block out her own routine. 
\Ve are glad to see our patron-
ess, Dean Powell, once more able 
to be abo.ut after a short illness. 
"::VIany mores," etc., were in or-
d.er for Judy Cohn last week. 
At this time Delta Phi wishes 
to extend the best wishes for the 
holiday season to students and fac-
ulty of Ithaca College. 
Sigma Alpha Iota 
· Dorothy Wood 
The Misses :Mary Hurlbert and 
Bernice \Velis were vi!itors at our 
house last ,veek-end. 
On Sunday evening the Sigma 
Alpha Iota trio played two selec-
tions at the meeting of -the Stu-
dent Forum at the Baptist Church. 
Miss Rachel Marble played a 
trombone solo entitled Tlze Holy 
City by Gaul on last Monday 
evening as a part of the program 
that was given dming the Christ-
mas party at the Lutheran Church. 
Amards 
Dorothy Garber 
Amards. met last Tuesday night 
in the Little Theatre where they 
were entertained by the "Supers" 
who presented their skit. The full 
ceremony of the supernumerary 
program was not carried out but 
will be completed before vacation. 
The "Twelfth Night Revels" 
of 1932 will be held in the Dutch 
Kitchen of the Ithaca Hotel. All 
Amards who are planning to at-
tend this affair, please leave a note 
in Emily Dwyer's box before leav-
ing for vacation. 
One of our ,,,ell-known mem-
bers, Dean Talcott, directed a very 
successful play, The Patchwork 
Girl of Oz, which was presented 
by the Junior Charity League of 
Binghamton, N. Y. 
Eleanor Leonard '31, is work-
ing on an elaborate Christmas pro-
gram and is also coaching the play, 
"Thanks Awfully," for a drama-
tic group in Binghamton. 
Arthur Niedick has just com-
pleted a production of The 
Youngest and will present in 
February the play Afr. Pim Pass-
es By in which he and Miss 
Leonard have the leads. 
The Amards· wish to extend 
their heartiest wishes for the 
Christmas season to the faculty 
and students of the Ithaca College. 
BLIND POET 
How can I forget that which 
I have never known? 
Vague sunsets-vaguer words, 
\Vhispered to my soul 
And thrown headlong 
Into all my dreams! 
Had I but known-
I could forget. 
Pajam.as Neckwear Hose 
98c 85c to to 95c 29c to 50c 
Skates and Shoes 
C. C. M. · and Spalding 
i.1: 
r=================------
Do Your CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPING in ITHACA 
Only 4 More School Days 
Free 
Shipping to all 
Parts of the U. S. 
All purchases made at ROTHSCHILD'S ,vill be wrapped 
and shipped free of charge to any point in the United 
States. 
Free 
Gift Wrapping 
Any purchase made at RoTHSCHILD's will be wrapped 
for you in festive style if you wish. However, if you desire 
a special wrapping, you may purchase the materials in the 
Stationery S/zop and the packages will be wrapped for just 
the cost of the materials. 
We Play 
Post Office· 
If you prefer to wrap your own packages and personally 
tend to their mailing you may still save time and avoid 
the post office rush by coming to ROTHSCHILD'S third floor 
on or after December 16. 
Feature 
French Crepe· or 
Satin Dancettes 
2.98 
Dainty tailored or hand-made undies that will delight :my 
feminine heart. Pink, peach or blue. Sizes 32 to 36. 
-STREET FLOOR-
Silk Negligees, 5.95 
Real luxury at a price·. Negligees in smartly tailored styles. 
The color combinations are exquisite. Small, medium or 
large. 
-SECOND FLOOR-
Rothschild'' s 
DEPARTMEKT STORE 
<llqristmas ®reetings 
for tE'&trijhnhg 
~ That magic of peace and happiness, 
which ,naves around the world a fabric 
of kindly thought, has come again to touch 
the hearts and minds of men-for this is 
Christmas. 
~f You can add to the happiness of Christ-
mas by letting afl of your relatives, friends, 
and acquaintances know that you think of 
them and wish them well. Our carefulh· 
selected stock of beautiful Christmas Cara's 
presents a wide range of choice, offering 
exactly the right greeting- for any person 
of your acquaintance. 
,. Help spread the melody and warmth 
and cheer of Christmas time by com·eying 
to your friends, with beautiful and ·appro-
priate cards, the simple "·ish that the..e 
things may dwell in their hearts with en-
during peace and happiness. 
<: This year of all year,; send Christmas 
Cards. 
------
ijJ°qe 1fiilifo ~rafts ~qop 
Corner Aurora and Seneca Sts. 
4 
BOGART PUPILS 
APPEAR IN FINE 
RECITAL SUNDAY 
(Continued from page one) 
with Ray Hewitt. The Berceuse 
bv Godard was well done by 
George Van Kurin and Paul 
\Veaver. The number is one of a 
series of duets that the composer 
wrote for the vioJin, and alt?ough 
not the most profound music are 
good study material and arc pleas-
ing, to hear.. :\Iiss Ruth Kenny 
plaved \\'ith genuine mastery the 
De· Beriot Allegro, as did ~Iiss 
Isabelle l\1aynard in the Sonata in 
D Major of Hadyn. Perhaps the 
most ambitious numbers on the 
program, they served to indicate 
that the performers who attempted 
them had talent and the ability to 
execute violin pyrotechnics with 
finesse. 
A verv interesting number from 
the vioiinistic and the musical 
standpoints was the Corelli Sonata 
that \\'as ably rendered by ::\-Ir. 
Hewitt. Corelli was one of the 
pioneers in violin technique as was 
· also Vivaldi, a number of whose 
works were represented on the pro-
. gram. The composition has a pe-
culiarlv beautiful slow movement 
and s~me rhythmically puzzling 
·fast ones. 
From a standpoint of pure mu-
sical merit the nvo lovliest compo-
sitions on the evening's program 
were· the Largo from the Double 
Concerto of Vivaldi and the Largo 
from the Concerto for Four Vio-
lins. Arranged from the figured 
bass, the harmonies are exquisite. 
From another prolific writer for 
the violin, Dussec, the 1l1inuet 
CHR'ISTMAS GIFTS 
Bound to Make a Big Hit/ 
-For-
Dad, Brother, Boy Friend 
Cigars, Cigarettes, Pipes 
-For- · 
Mother, Sister, Girl Friend 
Special line in Chocvlates 
and other Sweets 
"BURT" ROOT 
Trio was selected and was very 
nicely played by Miss Mansfield, 
::\Ir. Patinka and l\fr. Franko. 
Among the listeners were Nlr. 
and Mrs. George Deland, Clarke 
:\Iavnard and Miss Helen l\rlc-
Giv-ney. :\Ir. l\'Iaynard and ~Hiss 
::\IcGivney plaved accompaniments 
for some of the recitalists. 
TALLCOTT GIVES 
EXCELLENT PLAY 
IN BINGHAMTON 
( Continued from page one) 
kie and :\Iargolette. 
So off goes Ojo, the unlucky, 
with the glass cat a~d the Patch-
work girl in search of three hairs 
from the \Voozie's tail, a five-leaf 
clover from the land of Oz, so.me 
oil from the body of a live man, 
some water from a dark well and 
all sorts of things that are hard to 
get. 
Arrived in the land of Oz, the 
travelers ask help of the wise Don-
key, meet the \Voozie and get him 
to come with them, meet the ter-
rible Yoop who eats people, are 
aided by the Tin \Voodman, i:he 
Shaggy man and the Scarecrow 
(he falls for the Patchwork Girl), 
are arrested for taking the five leaf 
clover, meet the Princess Osma 
and the Wizard of Oz, have a ter-
rible time with some very naughty 
T ottenhots, and finally are defeat-
ed in their aim after all. But the 
kind \Vizard takes away the spell 
on U nkie N unkie and l\1argolette. 
He also takes the power of the 
Cro'oked Magician along ,vith his 
crookedness and thus the story 
ends happily as all good stories 
should. 
As for the production, it every-
,,·here showed skillful direction 
such as lVIr. Tallcott was remem-
bered for in all the plays that he 
staged while at Ithaca College. 
The scenery was very beautiful, 
while the costuming was very re-
sourceful and gave the required il-
lusion. Of especial note was the de-
lightful \Voozie with his blue 
body, his flashlight eyes _and the 
stiff, ropey hairs in his angular tail. 
That the play was received with 
marked appreciation and enthusi-
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asm by both the children and the small importance musically, be-
adults goes without saying. cause of its easy acceptance of ideas 
A fine orchestra that furnished which do not call for any mental 
the music for the afternoon and effort on the part of the listener, 
the evening performances was un- we must still acknowledge its im-
der the direction of Miss Eleanor portance in English music. Its mel-
Hennessey, a graduate of the De- odies seem endowed with the gift 
partment of l\lusic Education of of perpetual youth. Parry truly 
Ithaca College. says in his splendid book on Style 
A party from Ithaca College in 11/ iuical A rt, 'that as there is a 
consisting of :\1iss Ida A. Powell, style for the greatest things, so 
the dean of \\·omen, l\Irs. Rollo there is for the least. Even comic 
Anson Tallcott, :rvliss Helen :\-le- operas can be admirable when the 
GiYne~-, l\1iss Cecilia Kiefer, Rob- true style has been found ... There 
ert York- and Clarke :\laynard at- must be in all men's lives infinite 
tended the production. The per- degrees of mood from the serious 
formances \Yere given in the high to th~ playful. It is a very poor 
school auditorium: It ,ms ,rith the nature that can never be gay; but 
Binghamton school system that it is of great importance that the 
\Valter C. Roberts was associated gaiety shall be 'of good and honest 
before coming to Ithaca College, quality and not degenerate into 
and at the present time three grad- brutishness.' 
uates of this institution are con- · "Sullivan in Tlze Gondoliers 
nected with speech \\·ork in the gave us what is, perhaps, the gay-
Binghamton schools. James Kav- est music that England has ever 
anaugh has charge of the work in produced." 
the high school, Arthur Niedick is 
CAGERS WIN AND 
LOSE IN DOUBLE 
BILL LAST WEEK 
( Continued from page ont!) 
PANZER (29) 
G. F. P. 
Kaufman, If •••••O•••••H-••••- 1 1 3 
Darrs, If •••••••••n•-••••••--•••• 0 0 0 
Wishnevsky, rf 
-••nn••-•n• s 1 11 
Sndol, C ••-o••••••••-----••••- 1 1· 3 
Bordner, lg •a.••·-····-----··· 1 1 3 
Krouner, lg ••••••••••••••--••n• 0 0 0 
Levine, rg ••••••••--.,H•-•••••••• 4 1 9 
Tota Is -····-··---······-····12 s 29 
Referee: Burns, Fordham. · 
Time of quarters: 10 minutes, 
Ithaca frosh were defeated by 
Waverly high school 29-27, in .a 
fast and close game. O'Reily and 
Recordon starred for the frosh 
with seven points each. 
FINE TRIBUTE IS 
PAID JAY W. FAY 
BY JERSEY GROUP 
( Continued from page Ont!) 
valuable sectional conferences, the 
appointment of special committees, 
and the various other means of 
actively interesting those in the 
field of music education-all of 
these have brought us into closer 
contacts and have stimulated us to 
greater activity." 
the director of the work in the jun-
ior high school and :Hiss Eleanor 
Leonard is teaching in a fourth 
;J;rade and is ·doing dramatic coach-
ing in the lm,·er grades. All_ the 
Ithaca College alumni joined Miss 
Pmnll's _party and Miss Ethel 
Boulton. who _}ms charge of a di-
vision of the physical education 
work of the city was also present. 
The end of the testimonial 
Thomas and Mancuso were the states, "Through your efforts the 
big stars for Trenton, with Hick- ment, has reached the highest en-
ey, Patrick and O'Brien outstand- membership of the Music Depart-
ing for the losers. The lineups: rollment in it's history. Our. deep 
'GONDOLIE.RS' IS TO 
~E REVIVED AT 
STRAND ON WED. 
( Continued from page one) 
ITHACA COLLEGE ( 31) appreciation and our best wishes go 
G. F. P. with you in all your future en-
Hickey, rf .......................... 5 11 deavors." 
Patrick, If, c ..........•........... 3 3 9 The newest project of Mr. Fay 
Long, If ················--····-···· o o o is the orchestra which he is drilling 
Mclnto~h, If .............. : ....... 1 o 2 to accompany the production, The 
Kornowski, c ........•........... 2 
Petras, lg ····················-···· 1 
O'Brien, rg .. : ..................... 0 · · 
0 
2 
4 Gondoliers, which will be produc-
4 ed at the Strand tomorrow. As 
1 always, his workmanship, as re-
:Hatters are complicated by the 
arrival of their wives, but eventu-
ally the prince's foster mother is 
found, who discloses the fact that 
the rightful heir is the drummer- Totals -···························-12 7 
flected by the quality of the orch-
31 estra, shows a fine degree of polish. 
boy, Luiz, her supposed son. So the 
Venetians go back to their gondo-
las, happily enough, and Luiz, 
united to Casilda, is crowned king. 
TREKTON (33) 
G. 
Mancuso, rf. . ................... 2 
Kurtyka, If ........................ 1 
Huas, c .............................. 1 
Turner, c ........................... 1 
Connelly, c ··················-···· O 
Laurance, rg .................... 3 
Thomas, lg ····-··········-······ 3 
Banks, lg .......................... O 
F. P. 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
DEAN RECEIVES 
COMPLETED BOOK 
4 
0 
0 
4 
0 
3 ( Continued from page one) 
6 
3 The whole of the book-is replete 
0 with helpful suggestions and illus-
6 trations of forms to be used. 
10 Concermng the authors: Dean 
0 Job, of c9urse needs no introduc-
tion. Both Mr. Reeder and Mr. 
"Now although the slender 
story concerns itself mainly with 
the fortunes of :Marco and Giusep-
pe, they are by no means the most 
prominent personages in the action. 
Gilbert, it is said, was tired of the 
pretentious airs that some of the 
Savoy company were cultivating, 
and e.xpressed his intention of writ- Totals ····················-······11 11 32 
DIRGE 
If I should sing the song within 
my heart, 
It would be sad today ; 
For yesterday, I gave my joy the 
part 
That it alone can play: 
An infinite yet momentary gain; 
All ecstasy is borne on wings of 
pain. 
~~-
THE IT.HACAN 
Wishes You All 
A Merry Christmas 
and 
A Happy New Year 
Nestor -Johnson 
Shoe-Skate Outfits 
$4.45_ 
America's finest skates now lower in price than 
ever before! Finest steel runners that hold their 
edge for weeks-cal( shoes with flexible toes. 
-SECOND FLOOR-
TREMAN, KING'S 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
. Costume jewelery, necklaces, 
brooches and ear rings. Brace-
lets, Elgin, Hamilton, Walt-
ham and Bulova watches. Com-
pacts, cigar lighters, ladies and 
gents cigarette cases. All at 
reduced prices. 
CHAS. H. BROOKS 
Jeweler 
152 E. State St. 
A Bargain! 
LUNCH or DINNER 
Meat, Potatoes or Salad, 
Bread and Butter 
25c 
Gillette's Restaurant 
124 W. State Street 
Aurora St.-Opp. Crescent ing an opera which should have no Time of halves: 20 minutes. 
-------------- principle characters. T/ze Gondo- Referee, Marshall; umpire, Smith. 
Heck are Associate . Professors of 
School Administration · at Ohio 
State University, being qualified, 
therefore, to intelligently and com-
pletely handle the subject matter 
treated in the book. The. Public 
School Publishing Company, of 
Bloomington, Illinois, are the pub-
lishers. · 
Christmas Gifts of 
Cheer and Beauty 
/ 
The 
Monarch 
Restaurant 
Delicious food, quick, efficient 
service, and reasonable rates 
make for the popularity of 
Ithaca's favorite restaurant. 
204 E. State St. 
Phone 6567 
CHRISTMAS 
AT HOME 
Are you prepared with 
Gifts for all your fam-
ily and friends? . Come 
in and see our complete 
line. 
A. B. Brooks & Son 
Pharmacists 
126 E. State St. 
THE LITTLE SHOP AROUND THE CORNER 
HS North Aurora Street 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
Selected with great care and including coral, turquoise 
and ivory rings from China, unusual necklaces, lovely 
handkerchiefs, scarfs and bags, lacquer jewelCly cabinets, 
miniature animals, and a wonderful assortment of child-
ren's gifts. 
(Just a step from State) 
BUSSES 
FOR CHARTER 
For All Occasions 
DEAN OF ITHACA, INC. 
401-409 East State Street 
DIAL 2531 · - - ITHACA, N. Y. 
STORAGE 
tiers was the result. The honors Led by Walter Kornowski, who 
are certainly divided very evenly collected sixteen points, Ithaca 
between the gondolieri and their College defeated Panzer in the 
wives, the Duke of Plaza Toro, last quarter of a fast game. Long, 
his Duchess, and his daughter and McIntosh, Hoffa, O'Brien · and 
a very lugubrious gentleman in Petras started for Ithaca. At the 
black called the Grand Inquisitor half, Panzer was leading· 15-7, and MARTIN PUPILS 
of Spain, who seems very greatly it looked like another defeat for APPEAR FOR AN 
concerned in the fortunes of Bara- the Blue and Gold. It was not un- ASSEMBLY HOUR 
taria, and acts as philosopher in til Patrick, Kornowski and Hick- (Continut!d from pagt! o1u) 
gene~al, whenever the occasion ey were sent into the fray that 
pe:'.111ts. . . .things began to happen in a big ing in a breath and exhaling all the 
Anyhow 1t 1s a· very pleasant way. The third quarter ended with· air that one can, being sure to be 
CUT FLOWERS 
or 
BLOOMING PLANTS 
"By wire" or local delivery 
To /it eflery purse_..;. to 
satisfy eflery recipient 
Christmas Trees 
Wreaths 
Decorations 
little tale and gaily told for amuse- the Panzer lead almost wiped out in a perfectly relaxed state. Inhale 
ment's sake. Incidenti!IIY there are and in the last quarter Ithaca over- and exhale again, and then go up 
socialis~ic principles, for the two came it and forged ahead seven a!1d down the vowels as many 
gondoliers endeavor to. remodel the points for good measure. Hickey tunes as possible without straining 
gov.ernment of t?e kmgdom ov:r and Kornowski played exceptional oneself. This exercise shows us 
The Bool Floral Co., Inc. 
which they preside on the basis games for Ithaca. The lineup: that we may produce speech on a 
that one person is as ·important as ITHACA ( 36) minimum. of energy, and it gives 
another." G. F. P. the practice of relaxation while 
In speaking of the music con- McIntosh, If ...................... o 1 1 vocalizing. · 
tained in Tlze Gondoliers, the Patrick If ··············-····-···· 2 o 4 Time did not permit a more 
writer says the following: "The Long, rf .. , ....... : ............. _ .... o o o lengthy discussion of the vocal 
Gondoliers is unquestionably the Hickey, rf ··················-······ 3 1 7 gymnastics, but Dr. Martin con-
last wholly spontaneous work that Hoffa, c ············-················ o o o eluded by saying that the objects of 
Sullivan wrote. It is almost entire- Kornowski, c -··············-·· 7 2 16 all these exercises were to build up 
ly joyous in mood and is continu- O'Brien, lg ........................ 3 9 6 a stronger larynx, a si:rong vocal 
ously sunny and untroubled. Tech- D'Andrea, Jg .................... o o o ~upport, and a strong auditory 
nically it is unambitious, perhaps Petras, rg .....................•... o 2 2 image. 
as anything so radiantly careless in There followed the distribution 
spirit is bound to be. There are Totals ............................ 16 6 36 of The Ithacan, and assembly was 
many who think that Sullivan dismissed. 
wrote best when he thought least 
about it, and by these Tlze Gon-
doliers will always be regarded as 
215 E. State St. 
Up-to-date 
SHOE REPAIRING 
All kinds of rubber wear 
repaired. 
Shoe plates for tap dancing 
Prices Reasonahle 
D. P. BASE 
216½ N. Aurora-Opp. Crescent 
his best opera. One can always see 
this opera many times with con-
tinued pleasure. 
"If we regard such a work as of Greyhound Lines 
The Card You Alone 
Can Send . .. 
A photographic Christmas 
greeting from -your own 
film. Let us help you ar-
range yours. 
Our new colored KODAKS 
make nice Christmas pre-
sen ts, and come with color-
ed cases to match. 
HEAD'S CAMERA STORE 
109 N. Aurora St. 
Photo Fini,hing Daily Str'Vfre 
In additior to Regular Coaches, there will be Specials leaving Friday and 
Saturday at 12:00 noon, for: 
NEW YORK SYRACUSE 
ALBANY BOSTON 
Flower Fone 27S8 
A Merry Christmas 
and 
A Happy New Year 
to the , 
Students and Faculty 
of 
Ithaca· College 
THE 
NORTH SIDE 
PHARMACY 
507 N. Cayuga St. 
PHONE 5663 
